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Lava Flow

Kolamu
Dear Big Island Hawaii Region Members

ANDREAS KOTTSCHOTH
EDITOR/WEBMASTER
webmaster@bih.pca.org

This COVID 19 turned everything upside down, didn't it? Travel,
how you do business, how to meet friends and family, nothing
is normal anymore. The Big Island and where I live, we are very
lucky. We both had very small numbers of cases, which is a
good thing. But I am sure many of us have been impacted one
way or another by the virus and the restrictions. I certainly hope
that the world returns to normal in the next couple of months
and we can go back to our normal ways and enjoy our lives
again.
The Big Island Hawaii Region had already two tours, the Spring
Fling in May and the Kohala Loop Tour in mid-June. We had
some restrictions and had to deal with logistic problems in the
planning, to ensure all tours are running smoothly for our members. But both tours ran without major problems, way to go Big
Island Hawaii PCA.
For the last couple month all travel had stopped and members
who had planned to spend a week in Palm Springs in June for
the Porsche Parade, the cancellation was a big disappointment. In my case, my wife and I had everything booked. Flights
and rental Porsche and a house a stone throw away from the
Resort. We looked forward to spending a week with our PCA
friends from Wisconsin. Meet all our other PCA peeps we have
become friends with over the last 5 parades and we made ton
of friends. Hey Gunner.
One part of the annual Porsche Parade is the announcement of
various National PCA awards, including the PCA Website Award.
I was especially looking forward to this year's contest. Taking
over the Big Island Hawaii web page in January, I wanted to see
where we stand in comparison with other web pages in PCA.
The BIH Page is classified in Group I (0-99 Members). Not having the Parade, PCA had to be creative to announce the winners and they are planning a virtual event for awards presentations in July. Lets cross our fingers.

I hope travel is back to normal soon and Sabine and I can visit
the Big Island and meet all the club members.
COVER PAGE : Spring Fling photo by
Heidi McKeague

Andreas, your Editor, and Webmaster
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President’s Garage
President

The garage has been getting a lot of use over the last couple of months!
Staying at home under house arrest has had its benefits. Lots of honey do’s getting
done, and garage projects getting checked off the list! Cars being fixed and maintained.
We are SO BLESSED. We live in the healthiest place on the planet, on the healthiest
island of the healthiest State in the country, with the most beautiful roads and vistas
in the world, living on this “speed bump” in the middle of the Pacific, as I like to call
our home!

Today I am wearing the shirt I wore for Spring Fling in April, the Porsche Parade shirt
from last year’s event in Boca Raton, Florida, with pink flamingoes on a light blue
background and the parade logo. By the way, I have some real rare collector’s items,
the Parade t-shirt and hat for the Palm Springs Parade!
Boca Raton seems like so long ago. Today I would have been driving my Pink Pig
951 in Palm Springs, attending the now canceled Porsche Parade with many from
Hawaii. In Spokane a few years back, we set a record for the state with over 30 attendees and 13 cars being shipped there. Also canceled now is the Emory Campout
I would have driven to in Oregon with my Granddaughter Emily in July and the Werks
Reunion in Monterey in August, along with all of the other Car Week events in the
area.
We can only hope that next year, everything will
have opened up and returned to normalcy so we
can enjoy gathering at these events once again. I
have tentative plans to ship my Piggy from Oregon to Alaska where I have been invited to join up
with our brothers in Zone 11, that tiny Alaska Region which is now smaller than us in membership
but HUGE in size and open roads! President Mike
Holtzclaw promises me a tour to a few locations
in MY 50th state, the last one on my list to visit in
this country! Then I will proceed to drive with
them to our next National Porsche Parade,
scheduled to be held in French Lick, Indiana in
July of next year, 2021!

Anybody want to come along? You can always
meet me there in French Lick!

Aloha, Gunner Mench, President
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Gunner Mench, President
president@bih.pca.org
Region Historian,
Membership Chair,
Dealership Liaison,
Social Media Chair
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treasurer@bih.pca.org
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Rhys Haydon, Secretary
secretary@bih.pca.org

3665 Akoni Pule Hwy
c/o Harbor Gallery
Kawaihae Shopping Center
Kawaihae HI 96743

IT’S NOT JUST THE CARS,
IT’S THE PEOPLE
David Lema
Board Member

Email: general@bih.pca.org
webpage: bih.pca.org

Bill Hughes
Board Member

Mark Senft, Driving Tours
Board Member
tours@bih.pca.org
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calendar
Kona Cars and Coffee, Second Saturday of each month, 8am to 10am. Next one is July 9th, and so forth.
Location Kona Brewing, Kona Hawaii. (Those are not a PCA events)

July

BIH PCA TOUR July 11 - Summer Fun Run

August

BIH PCA Tour August 8

September BIH PCA TOUR September 12
October

Oktoberfest October 17

November BIH PCA Tour November 14
Annual Membership Meeting
December Christmas BIH PCA December 12




bih.pca.org/calendar/


Please Note: As a member of the PCA you can travel to any PCA Region in the country and participate in their events!
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Membership

PCA—MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
•

Panorama – the award-winning monthly club magazine, delivered to every member in the
mail. Not available on newsstands.

•

Bi-Yearly PCA Member Raffles (Fall 2019 – first 8500 tickets sold (US$50/ea.) = 1 new
Cayman GT4 plus $25000 cash, next 4500 = 718 Spyder and so on. – 5 Cars for the
2019 Fall Raffle were handed out)

•

Monthly meetings with other Porsche enthusiasts.

•

Enjoy 10% OFF one order with Pelican Parts
Social and driving events. (see Past Events)

•

Helpful advice and parts sources.

•

Full access to the PCA knowledge database

•

Full access to the PCA main page

•

Free car valuations.

•

Annual Porsche Parade

•

Bi-monthly regional newsletters

One Club covering the USA and Canada
Fourteen Zones (we are in Zone 11)
145 Regions (“Big Island Hawaii” formed in 2018)
77,000+ Porsche households and over 130,000+ members
96 members in Big Island Hawaii Region (December 2019)
Millions of admirers
Anywhere you travel, you are part of the Porsche Family. Even if
you travel overseas, Europe, Australia or Asia, you are part of
the worldwide Porsche Club family.
The cost? PCA membership is available in three payment options (2019):

•

1 year….. US$46

•

2 years… US$90

•

3 years… US$132 (best deal)

No Extra cost for the region membership

If you see someone with a Porsche, ask
him/her if he or she is a PCA member.
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Our Mission
The purpose of the Club is to bring together drivers of Porsche vehicles. Club
membership will promote camaraderie among its members, provide information on brand vehicles, and organize recreational
meetings, events, and excursions. In the past two years,
the Club has developed many activities for its members.
Highly recognized events include our Annual Sweet
Heart Drive and the Oktober Fest event. Recreational
outings are designed to get to know our Island and
strengthen the links among Porsche car users and to
promote camaraderie among the members.
The club continues to provide its partners high-quality services by generating
events that satisfy without exception by respecting the tradition and prestige
of the brand and Porsche products while interacting with related clubs and
the community in a respectful and proactive manner. Additionally, the Club is
committed to integrate and interact respectfully with those communities that
we visit, trying to approach them in an open and informal way. We want the
communities to enjoy the presence of the Club wherever we go. The Big Island Hawaii Region of the Porsche Club of America also carries out awareness actions among its associates in order to inculcate a prudent use of its
vehicles and the unrestricted respect of the traffic regulations.
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For advertisement opportunities please
contact the club at general@bih.pca.org
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Porsche Design
Ala Moana Center
1450 Ala Moana Blvd, Honolulu,
HI 96814
phone+1-808-945-3500
Monday – Saturday: 9:30am – 9pm
Sunday: 10am – 7pm

For advertisement opportunities please
contact the club at general@bih.pca.org
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Larry Printz ( reprint from hagerty.com) - 23 April 2020

When Porsche announced the production of the Panamera four-door sedan in
2010, you would have thought the world was coming to an end. In fact, Porsche had considered building a four-door sedan as far back as 1952, although it never came to pass.
The story starts with a man named Richard Hutchinson, head of Studebaker’s
export operations. The independent automaker was looking to become more
of an international presence, having built a plant in Hamilton, Ontario, and
negotiated agreements to build Studebakers overseas. In the midst of this,
British authorities, then occupying the part of Germany that included Wolfsburg, offered Studebaker the chance to take possession of the Volkswagen
plant as an outright gift. The plant was a bombed-out shell and the car’s Nazi
association was an anathema. But Hutchinson was fascinated by the Beetle,
and had one shipped to Studebaker’s headquarters in South Bend, Indiana,
with the idea that Studebaker would become the American distributor. But
Harold Vance, Studebaker’s president and the former head of production,
wouldn’t even look at the car, and the deal went nowhere.
But Max Hoffman, Volkswagen’s U.S. importer, kept at Hutchinson, arranging
for a delegation from Porsche KG to meet
with Studebaker management in South
Bend. While many enthusiasts consider
Porsche as an automaker, the company
started as a design and engineering consultancy, which kept the car company alive
during its lean years.
That’s why in May 1952, Ferry Porsche,
chief designer Karl Rabe, chassis engineer
Leopold Schmid, and body designer Erwin
Komenda arrived in South Bend along with
a Porsche 356 and the Porsche Type 530—
a prototype 356 with a longer wheelbase,
larger doors and a raised roof.
But they arrived on a Sunday, so they
couldn’t get a drink after their long trip. They hoped things would improve on
Monday.
Ferry’s idea of a sports car with space for four, the Type 530’s performance
didn’t impress Max Hoffman or Studebaker executives. This was not the sort
of car they wanted. Yet the meeting led to an agreement calling for Porsche
to design a car with a front-mounted, air-cooled, six-cylinder engine car with
more power and less weight than the 1952 Studebaker Champion. A subsequent agreement also called for the development of a water-cooled engine as
well.
(Continued on page 14)

Porsch vault

Porsche’s first four-door sedan
isn’t the Panamera

Porsch vault
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In return, Studebaker would pay Porsche
approximately $500,000 (or $4.9 million
when adjusted for inflation), money Porsche needed to construct a factory. Until
then, Porsche had leased space in the
Reutter body factory in Zuffenhausen, a
Stuttgart suburb. The new facility, still in
use today, was designed by the Stuttgartbased architect Rolf Gutbrod.
What Porsche delivered two years later
was a four-door sedan on a 111-inch
wheelbase, four inches shorter than that
of the Champion. Two versions were delivered: the 542L with an air-cooled
engine that produced 98 brake horsepower, and the 542W with a watercooled engine that generated 106 brake horsepower. Unlike Studebakers of
the time, the 542 had a fully-independent suspension, although it did use
many Studebaker components, such as door handles, steering wheel, brakes
and wheels.
But as the car was being developed, Studebaker was facing its own challenges.
The company had launched the stunning Starlight Coupe for 1953, but the
coupe was conceived as a single model, not as a sedan or wagon. The decision was made to apply the new look to the 1953 sedan, which had already
been styled. The company rushed to change the design, with all sedans save
the Commander Land Cruiser using the corporate 116.5-inch wheelbase, rather than the Coupe’s 120-inch wheelbase. As a result, sedans and coupes
didn’t share most body panels and trim. The missing length sabotaged the
sedan’s styling, yet managers actually thought consumers would prefer the
sedan over the coupe and scheduled production accordingly. Once the coupe
appeared in showrooms, orders flooded in.
But as the company began production, the ran into a major snafu: the frontend sheetmetal didn’t mate properly to the body. This resulted in production
stopping until January 1953 in an era when automakers’ new models came
out in September 1952. Sales declined as demand for coupes outstripped
supply and sedans sat on lots. As a result, the company lost $8.3 million (or
$80.7 million adjusted for inflation) in the first quarter of 1953, a trend that
would continue as the year came to a close when General Motors and Ford
unleashed a sales war. The effect on independent automakers was immediate: sales dried up for Nash, Hudson, Packard, Willys, Kaiser, and Studebaker—whose 1953 production was 66 percent lower than in 1950. The
staggering sales drop and a lack of cash led the company to merge with Packard on October 1, 1954.
Porsche Plant 2 in Zuffenhausen, Stuttgart, based on a design by Rolf Gutbrod, was built in the early 1950s with funds earned from Porsche’s design
work for Studebaker.
It was against this backdrop that the Porsche Type 542, also code-named
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Studebaker Z-87, came to completion.
When it arrived, it was no lightweight, as anticipated. Instead, it was 550
pounds heavier. And while engineers found the car to be well-balanced, but
the head of advanced engineering, John Z. DeLorean—yes, THAT DeLorean—
was critical of
the car, noting
its
excessive
vibration, tendency to oversteer and buglike
appearance. “This vehicle has a large
amount of technical
appeal,
but a number of
items need refinement to increase its overall appeal as a small car to the average American car buyer.”
Certainly, DeLorean was no different than many American automotive executives, who were all guilty of the “not invented here” syndrome. It’s a trait that
would serve him well at GM.
Undeterred, Porsche offered up the Type 633, a two-door sedan with a horizontally-opposed, air-cooled engine in the rear—an American Volkswagen.
Studebaker declined.
By this point, the South Bend automaker was mired in losses, despite the
merger with Packard. With management distracted by the
new arrangement Type 633 and cash dwindling, any
chance of an American Volkswagen was kaput.
While most people are unaware that these two automakers worked together, Porsche does acknowledge the project to this day.
Accompanying the sole photo on its website is this description: “Porsche KG receives a major development assignment from US car maker Studebaker. During this two-year
period of cooperation, Porsche develops Type 542, a modern four-door saloon regrettably never to enter series production due to a shortage of funds on the part of Porsche’s U.S. customer.”
Studebaker would go on to distribute vehicles from another German automaker, Daimler-Benz, from 1957–64. Dealers sold about
12,000 Mercedes-Benz, Auto Union, and DKW vehicles annually, but Daimler
paid Studebaker $5 million to break their agreement in 1964 despite having
six years left in the contract. The company then formed Mercedes-Benz of
North America in 1965 in New Jersey, using the top dealers from the old arrangement.
The following year, Studebaker exited the car business.
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Text by Gunner Mench

With the Covid Pandemic in full force and following all the current guidelines and safety measures, The Big
Island Hawaii PCA met at the Old Airport parking lot starting at 8 am to a beautiful West Hawaii day. 14 cars
showed up with over 20 participants, masks, hand sanitizer, water and snacks and took off for a Circle Island
Tour of the island. The wonderful thing was the empty, open roads and the biggest difficulty was finding an
open public restroom! Lucky there were porta potties to start at Old A’s.
We headed straight down to Ocean View and found gas and snacks but no restrooms at the Market! Doubling
back to Manuka State Park we discovered the bathrooms boarded up, so those in need blazed a trail in the
park and relieved themselves in Porsche Campout Style!
Getting back on the road, we headed counter-clockwise around the island again driving past the closed Volcanoes National Park, the Puna District of the island, and finally stopped in front of Starbucks by the mall in
Hilo. More trouble! No restrooms available in several places.

July/August
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Most members went their separate ways at this point. Several folks from Hilo met up with us,
including the President of the SCCA Chapter here on Big Island, Tim Minick. He has joined us on
several runs in the past. News of the Hilo Motorsports park was that it was not open at this
time, and no idea when it would open back up for drag racing or the go cart track for sort of autocross.

A few brave souls stayed together and traveled back over the Saddle to the West side, stopping
at the Mauna Kea Park, which was open with bathrooms available! Once back down the hill, we
split respectively North and South to get home to Kona or Waimea.
Nice drive covering most of the island with beautiful vistas, very little traffic, and despite the
hardships, everyone had an enjoyable time! It was nice to get out and DRIVE!
Looking forward to future Tours when more public facilities and restaurants will be
opened up that were supposed to have been opened already but were not.
Next year we should have a much better experience on our 2021 Spring Fling Circle
Island Tour!

Secretary Cars
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An image for the ages
Published in the porscheclubnews.com

Scarcely any image is more emblematic of the Porsche
motor racing era of the sixties and seventies than the impressive display of the 25 homologation vehicles in the
courtyard of the Porsche plant. To mark the occasion of
the 50th anniversary, we look back at an adventurous and
exciting period with some of the people who made it happen. The history behind the image

It was a Monday morning. The day began well for Hermann Burst. Hermann
Burst was responsible for process planning and homologation, and therefore
the construction and proper functioning of the first 25 917s. The aerodynamics specialist had come straight from the university, had experience with wind
tunnels, but had had to quickly switch his focus and make sure that everything went smoothly on that particular Monday morning.
“We had only just finished the 25 units of the 917 on Sunday evening, and
now the inspectors from the FIA wanted to come early on Monday morning.
The question was, how should we present the 917s? The weather was good
and we were able to line up the cars outside. And there was this car park next
to the workshop where the managers and secretaries would usually park. So I
called the Mr Piëch's office and asked them if they could clear the car park,”
says Burst, recalling the final exertion of a mammoth project. Within half an
hour the lot was empty and the team were able to push the 917s out in front
of the picket fence. “We pushed every single car to its spot. With its front facing the gate. We aligned the cars using a length of parcel string. The men
from the commission came in from the gate and stopped in their tracks as if
in shock. The scene was so overwhelming.”
Engine man Enz ensured that every engine could be started. Not every 917
was finished, but every car could start and was drivable. So the testers could
have chosen any one of them. “Drivable was only true to a certain extent”,
recalls Burst; “ready to roll was more like it. The FIA chap picked out number
12 and we poured a bit of petrol into the intake trumpet.” Enz did manage to
start up number 12 and drive it to the plant gate and back under its own
steam. That was perfectly sufficient for the FIA. “Fortunately the tester had
randomly chosen a car that had all of its suspension springs”, concedes
Burst, “because some of them were on water pipes as we didn’t have enough
springs”.
The 917-makers
The development of the 917, from idea to homologation, was a daring and
wild project. A new engine had to be developed in just under a year, and Porsche was also in uncharted territory in terms of materials and technology. For
the first time, Porsche had imposed absolute confidentiality on the one-year
development period. And the project did indeed remain confidential.
(Continued on page 19)
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Gerhard Küchle can only concur. As a technician in the engine design team under engine man Mezger, he was involved in the design of the 908, 912 and 771
engines. “We were a small team of roughly ten technicians which built the 25
engines in a very short space of time. It was an enormous feat for us and the
whole company. It only worked by having everyone give their all. We were in constant contact with the design people. We were under a lot of pressure. But we
also felt like elites and important to the company. It was an amazing feeling.”
But back to the picture. “The cars were completely built by hand. It was actually
25 prototypes”, recalls plastic body maker and laminate expert Roland Bemsel.
“No 917 was identical to another, no door or bonnet would have fit another unit.
But we had pulled it off. Every car
was done.” The FIA experts gave
the green light. The career of the
917 could begin.
The story continued

The first car in the line-up, the
917-001, would never contest a
race, but would remain a test and
presentation vehicle for the remainder of its days. On 14 May
1969, Rolf Stommelen undertook
test drives in it on the South Loop
of the Nürburgring and later an
endurance test on the skid pad in
Weissach to test the wheel bearings.
For the IAA in September 1969, the 917-001 received a new paint job in white
and orange. Kurt Ahrens and Jo Siffert drove the 917 to its first overall win at
Zeltweg in 1969, and the 1969 running of Le Mans featured Vic Elford and Richard Attwood in car 12 and Rolf Stommelen and Kurt Ahrens in car 14. In 1970,
Hans Hermann and Richard Attwood took the first overall victory for Porsche at
Le Mans. After the long-awaited first overall win at the 24 Hours of Le Mans, in
September 1970, the 917-001 was converted into the victorious 1970s shorttail version driven by Hans Hermann and Richard Attwood. To mark the “50
years of the 917” anniversary, in 2017 the Porsche Museum decided to return
the 917-001 to its original condition as presented at its début in Geneva in
1969.

Secretary Cars

Klaus Ziegler was responsible for building the body, coming to Porsche from
Reutlingen-based coachbuilder Wendler. As the senior fitter responsible and a
master craftsman, he was responsible for the construction of the materials and
fibres of the plastic bodies. “The 917 was the big take-off. And not only in terms
of displacement and speed. The entire technology. Piëch was open to everything. We just went for it in every area. Today one would say that the 917 was a
technology platform. But it was a gruelling time as well. We were working at the
limit. What we did was certainly not child’s play. But we had every freedom along
the way.”
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More information @ treffen.pca.org
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Buy @ bih.pca.org/shop

The Big Island Hawaii Region Store is the place you can buy apparel/items with the Region’s
Logo. You can show your support for Big Island Hawaii Region with any purchase from our
store. You can buy products embroidered or printed with the Big Island Hawaii Region logo as
well as other region’s and PCA products.

The club is working with the
PCA supplier to develop
our own Web store for the
Big Island Region. We will keep you posted.

These items are available at the Harbor Gallery, click on
the link and you will be forwarded to the shopping cart.

Merchandise

New Merchandise is here

Technical
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From simple steering wheel to
multifunctional control centre in
just 20 years
Text by Oliver Hilger (Porsche Newsroom)

Top-class motor racing as the driving
force behind technical developments –
following this maxim, Porsche has taken
on the enormous challenges of racing
series around the world for decades.

“The extreme demands we face on the
racetrack very quickly highlight any weak
points and encourage engineers to look
for new and better solutions,” said Ferdinand “Ferry” Porsche, who with the development of the legendary 356 No. 1
Roadster laid the foundation for the Porsche brand in 1948. For the engineers at
Weissach, this guiding principle is as applicable today as it was back then. The
huge stresses of motor racing demand
solutions that eventually flow into the
development of road-going vehicles.
One component that emphasises the
ongoing developments in motor racing
more than most others is the steering
wheel. Standard steering wheels from
everyday Porsche sports cars were first
fitted in the racing cars of the Stuttgart
marque mid last century. Even the
legendary Le Mans Porsche 917 fea-

tured not a single button or display function.
Even the legendary Le Mans Porsche
917 featured not a single button or display function
“It’s hard to believe, but developments in
this regard only really took off in the year
2000. Since then, the massive progress
in steering wheel development is clearly
evident,” explains Pascal Zurlinden, Director Factory Motorsport. In just 20
years, a leather-covered wheel morphed
into a multifunctional controller. Drivers
of the latest Porsche 911 RSR have 30
functions on the steering wheel at their
disposal, which, when activated in certain combinations, can mobilise other
functions. At Weissach, two specialists
work on finding new solutions for even
more setting options as well as improved
comfort.
Modern-day steering: Like a TV remote

control in the living room
“In 1999 I contested the Carrera Cup as
a Porsche Junior. Back then, the steering
wheel had no buttons, no radio, no paddle shifters, no pit speed limiter. We had
to drive along the pit lane with an eye on
the speedometer,” says brand ambassa(Continued on page 27)
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Report by Mark Senft BIH-tour Coordinator
The tour started at 8:30 in the morning on Saturday from the Waikoloa Village grocery store
side parking lot.. We had approximately 20
cars show up. Weather was clear and dry temperatures in the mid 70s wind light out of the
north east at approximately 8–10 miles an
hour. Traffic was light due to the C 19 pandemic. It was easy to maintain the group as a whole
for most of the trip.

Photos by Debra McCarthy, Gunner Mench and Mark Senft
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The next leg of our tour took drivers
up the Kohala Mountain Road after
forming up at Hawaii Preparatory
Academy. Light drizzle greeted us at
the stop and lasted to approximately
500 feet elevation.Max Elevation was
about 6000 ft. Sunny skies mid 60
degree temperatures with clear and
dry pavement all the way to Hawi and
Kappaau. A quick turnaround and a
B- line was made to the Big Island
Porsche club headquarters/Club
house for the opportunity to pick up
badges name tags T-shirts and other
Porsche/ club related swag.
A small contingent proceeded to the
Queen shops to terminate the tour.

PCA events

The group started north on Waikoloa
Access access road to the Giant Sundial up on the Hawaii Belt Road. The
lead driver took a left to the old saddle Road now known as the Waikii
Ranch Road where the group then
proceeded on to Mauna kea State
Park for approximately half hour Photo-op, leg stretch and personal break.
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There, at the Bistro restaurant and
luxury theater, lunch was had and
plans for our next trip in July were
discussed over lunch and Iced Tea.
There were no incidents on the trip
several people departed as they

passed near their home area but a wonderful turn out
was had and exciting touring was appreciated by all.
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dor Timo Bernhard (Germany) of those
earlier years. The long-standing works
driver and 2016 World Sports Car Champion witnessed the rapid advancements
in steering wheel technology firsthand.
The developments for steering wheels
only really took off in the year 2000
In 2001, the Cup-Porsche received a radio
button on the steering wheel, with the
number of control functions in the Porsche 911 GT3 RSR fielded in the American Le Mans Series growing to six by
2004. At that time, the switches and buttons were installed in a modified, commercially available motor racing steering wheel. The layout
at this stage played a minor
role.

of the controls. They provide crucial input
during the development stage to ensure
the best possible ergonomics. The first
step is the positioning of the four most
important functions: the buttons for the
pit stop limiter, full course yellow situations as well as the on/off buttons for the
engine and radio. The other operating
functions are then added following a priority list. In the process, the developers
must take into account that some functions have to be activated via designated
combinations – comparable to the
Ctrl+Alt+Del commands on a personal
computer.

"Back then, the steering wheel
had no buttons, no radio, no
paddle shifters, no pit speed
limiter."Timo Bernard, Porsche
brand ambassador.
Over time, the design became
increasingly important as progress in this area continued. The layout of
all functions became the top priority so
that the drivers could use them as intuitively as possible. “It’s like watching television at home,” says Pascal Zurlinden.
“The TV remote controls are constantly
being upgraded with new buttons, with
apps, Amazon Prime, etc. Despite this,
operating them quickly becomes second
nature. If I get a different model from the
same brand I immediately know how to
use it. That’s what we do at Porsche, as
well. Because the layout always follows
the same pattern, the drivers have no
problems switching from one vehicle model to another.”
Ergonomics: Victory at your fingertips
Drivers play a key role in the arrangement

The steering wheel of the 911 GT3 RSR
in 2008
“I experienced the hard way how important it is to have the correct layout
and optimal user-friendliness under racing conditions,” recalls works driver Romain Dumas about a specific moment
back in 2012. “I was driving a Porsche
911 GT3 R at Pikes Peak and was on
course to win when rain set in and then
snow fell at higher altitudes. That’s
where I lost everything. Why? A control
button for the windshield wiper was installed on the steering wheel. You had to
press it for a second to activate the
intermittent wiping function, and for
three seconds to make it continuous. It was way too complicated. At
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Pikes Peak, it’s one corner straight
after the other. By the time I got the
wipers working correctly I’d lost too
much time,” says the Frenchman,
who has notched up four overall
victories at the ‘race to the clouds’
in the US state of Colorado. Experiences like this have resulted in a
decisive rethink in development.
Data flow between steering wheel
and onboard electronics: via just
one wire
These days, drivers are involved in contributing to the layout right from day one
– and in co-writing the instruction manuals. The steering wheel instructions in
the Porsche 911 RSR manual consist of
27 pages. “It’s easy to memorise so that
you can concentrate completely on driving,” says Porsche works driver Matt
Campbell (Australia).

Drivers of the latest Porsche 911 RSR
have 30 functions on the steering wheel
at their disposal
“It goes so fast because we have the
chance to provide input during the devel-

opment. As Porsche works drivers we’re
mostly involved in endurance racing. Not
only does it have to be intuitive to operate, but it also has to flow with as little
physical exertion as possible. That’s always the goal when working on a new

steering wheel layout.” Customer sport racing
also requires a great deal of thought and effort, for instance with the Porsche 911 GT3
R. The steering wheel must be easy to use
for factory drivers and hobby racers alike,
and it is essential to find acceptable compromises during the development.
The steering wheel of the 911 GT3 R must be
easy to use for factory drivers and hobby racers alike

In the past decades, steering wheels have
changed significantly in terms of operation
and functionality. The shape and materials
used have also been modified multiple times.
From a circular steering wheel made of real
wood to a steel rim, a controller eventually
evolved – the shape of which resembles a
horizontal figure of eight, comparable to the
yoke of modern aircraft. “When comparing
an old and a new steering wheel, it’s hard to
believe that the new models are even lighter
than the earlier ones – despite all the operating controls, displays, and electronics. This is
thanks to the use of aluminium and carbon
fibre,” says Pascal Zurlinden. The steering
elements in modern racing cockpits can be
easily removed to allow drivers to climb in
and out quickly and safely. The connection
between the steering wheel and the car’s
electronics occurs via a so-called CAN interface. “Data flows in both directions over a
single line. Now that is fascinating,” states
Zurlinden.
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Replacing Your Porsche 911
Carrera Fuel Filter
One of the basic maintenance projects that you should perform on your Porsche is
the replacement of the fuel filter. Starting in 2002, Porsche moved the filter to inside the gas tank and called it a "lifetime" filter that never needs to be changed. For
cars with a replaceable filter, I recommend that you replace your fuel filter about
once a year or every 10,000 miles. It seems that with today's odd blended fuels,
there always seems to be some gas station that has problems with dirt or grime in
the gasoline that can clog your tank. I don't think quality control with gasoline stations is really what it used to be. Needless to say, I try to replace the fuel filter at
least once a year. If you have a 2002 or later car that needs a new fuel filter your
only is to replace the entire fuel pump assembly.
Changing the fuel filter is not a job that I relish. It is almost guaranteed that
you will spill at least some fuel on the ground and yourself as you swap out the fuel
filter. Be sure to perform the replacement in a well-ventilated area. That means outdoors or in your garage with a few large fans blowing air both in and out. Have a fire
extinguisher handy, wear rubber gloves, eye protection, and have a few rolls of paper towels handy--you will need them.
The fuel tank should be as low as possible--drive around until the gas tank is almost empty. This will minimize problems if something should happen to go wrong.
The first step is to jack the car up. The Carreras have an intelligent design when it
comes to fuel flow. The fuel pump is located in the bottom of the tank and pumps
fuel out of the top fuel tank cover. Why is this good? Well, when you go to change
the fuel filter, you can pull out the fuel pump relay, crank the car a few times, and
be assured that fuel isn't going to flow everywhere if you make a mistake. Some
older cars have a gravity-fed system that takes fuel out of the bottom of the tank.
With these systems, you have to disconnect the line and clamp it very quickly-otherwise, the entire tank of gas will empty out! Unfortunately, with the Carrera
system, you can't get 100 percent of the fuel out, and
some will spill when you disconnect the fuel filter. In addition, the filter itself will mostly be full of fuel too.
Now, crawl underneath the car. The filter is located behind the large plastic panel located in the very center of
the car. This panel is held on with some plastic nuts
(10mm head)--remove them and the panel should easily
drop down. Next, remove the foam fixture piece that
wraps around all of the lines in the center tunnel, and remove the two bolts that hold the plastic coolant line
bracket (see Photo). Disconnect the fuel filter ground
strap, and loosen up the clamp that holds the filter. Now
you want to disconnect the lines to the filter. The Carrera
filter has connections that are very easy to attach and remove. Simply push gently on the grey tabs on opposite
sides of the plastic connector, and the connection should
easily slide off. Take a close look at your new filter for
guidance on how this quick-connect connector works.
Have a small pail or bucket handy to catch the excess fuel
when you release the connection.

DIY Tips

Reprint from Pelican Parts - Pelican Technical Article by Wayne R. Dempsey
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…...Replacing Your Porsche 911 Carrera Fuel Filter
When the connections have been released, expect quite a few ounces of gasoline to
be coming your way. Be prepared (gloves, eye protection, paper towels, bucket, and
a well-ventilated area). Take the filter out by pulling it toward the rear of the car, put
it in your bucket, and take it and any left over or spilled gasoline outside of your garage immediately. Let the garage sit empty for about 15-20 minutes before you reenter--it will take about that long for the fumes to clear. Then, simply reattach the
new filter in place of the old one, observing the direction of the arrows located on
the filter--they point in the direction of fuel flow, which is from the gas tank (front) to
the engine (rear). Check that the snap-fit connections are properly seated by gently
tugging on them. Reattach the ground wire (important!). Tighten the clamp that
holds the filter tight. Then reinstall the foam piece and the large center panel.
The filter (green arrow) is located almost dead center in the middle of the car, hidden somewhat behind the coolant pipes. The blue arrow points to the foam piece
that needs to be removed so that you can pull the filter out toward the rear of the
car. Removal of the filter is made easier if you remove the two screws that hold on
the plastic coolant line bracket (yellow arrows). The orange arrow shows the screw
that needs to be loosened in order to release the fuel filter from the clamp. The purple arrow points to one of the two tabs that must be depressed on the quickdisconnect connector. In the lower right, a brand new oil filter is shown. Note the
arrows that indicate fuel flow direction printed on the side of the filter. The lower left
inset photo shows the small ground strap that needs to be removed from the old
filter and reattached to the new one (red arrow).

www.pelicanparts.com/Porsche/techarticles/
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text and photo by Member Rhys Haydon (Secretary)

I am looking for a car for City Living.
You have come to the right place, to the
city. The bustle and hustle and all that.
The challenge is finding the slow in the
quick and remembering that many of us
came from simpler places, during the simpler times of our youth.
As our everyday automotive choice takes
this in to account there are two roads, or
better yet, three choices we can make.
First, and perhaps of least importance to
people reading this article, we can choose
to do nothing. We can choose modes conducive to A to B travelling. I believe you
want more than that. I hope you strive to
feel more than stopping and going, that is
my hope.
If you feel this is you the next choice is
slow fast, or fast slow. Because I personally deplore the fast-slow we will discuss
that first. Did you know Seattle is about
16 miles in length, depending on where
you take your measurements from. Lets
say your commute then is 10 miles and
takes, oh I don’t know, 30 minutes? With
this being the case of your M-F you now
much choose if you want a fast car, either
newer or of some vintage to spend enduring your commute in. The fast car slow
boggles me. These cars tend to be newer,
nicer, more… sedating. I agree that you
have chosen something interesting, and
that is commendable, but I would implore
you to think of choosing something with
more Indiana jones.

the clutch into
second gear.
I started the
day already
feeling like I
was having an
adventure!
The 45
minutes from
Seattle started with 15
minutes of
waiting for
defrost before
manually
switching the heat from windshield to cabin
heating.
Speaking entirely for myself, perhaps, I enjoy having to feel the coldness of the car
before it warms up. I want the car to speak
to me, and remind me that she wasn’t driven yesterday. My commute takes on a life
of its own as the car demands attention. I
am not even speaking to the joy of driving
here, but rather the poetry of interacting
with an object within my
daily purview.
In the end, I find myself enriched by what was once a
chore. The symphony of
preparing the car for driving,
the human element of hoping the car is not “sick” today, and finally the joy of
being with something I genuinely have grown to care
about all add to my life. The
driving is spectacular, but
the relationship with my car
is what keeps me coming
back.

Are we, read you, ready to move on to
slow-fast? I hope so because that is
where we are going. Let us start with a
story. This morning I went out with a paper towel and wiped the windows knowing
damn well that what counted for defrosting in 1964 doesn’t cut it in todays world.
We have grown fond of each
I hadn’t driven the car the previous day,
other, relying on each other,
so 10 pumps of the gas was enough to
get a rise out of the engine. In the end my and that’s just how I want it.
wife suggested I just bump start the car,
go down the driveway in neutral and pop
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History of Zone 11

1969, the PCA regions were subdivided into eight geographical zones and grow to 14 zones in 2020. In 2010
Zone 11 was left just Hawaii and Alaska as the two remaining regions in the Zone. In 2018 Big Island Hawaii Region was chartered adding the third region to Zone 11.

A more detail Zone history click here

Other Zone Regions : Hawaii Region & Alaska Region
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A few years back my wife and I bought our
current house. Built back in the mid-50s, it’s
been constantly updated to its current hip
craftsman/bungalow mash-up state. It’s
even in a cool neighborhood called Idiots
Hill. The story is that when the original builder started building homes so far from the
central part of town, the locals said only idiots would buy homes that far out. The buyers – professors and college administrators
from two nearby colleges – settled here in
droves, ergo Idiots Hill. The name stuck.
Back to our home. The interior and exterior
look great, the garage – not so much. Lots of
neglect over decades of use – or abuse. The
paint was a drab egg-shell white with light
yellow trim. The lighting – one four-foot long
fluorescent ceiling light. The amount of light
it put out was so dim it made twilight seem
bright. It’s funny, when the garage-opener
light was on, it almost doubled the overall
light output. Yes, it was lame. I have three
ingredients that are key to wrenching on any
car I’ve owned over the years: tools, torque
and light. And in this garage, the lighting was
a joke.

tle signal when their eyes
glaze over as I talk about
Rob Turner
the transition from TipGuest Columnist
www.thedriver-series.com/bio
tronic to PDK. I can’t understand why anyone doesn’t find that fascinating. I digress.
The first step? Getting rid of all our crap. I don’t
know about you, but around our house things
accumulate in the attic and garage. It’s like that
stuff is breeding in there. I love to throw old
stuff out when it hasn’t been used in years. My
wife, not too much. We had boxes of homework
and school projects for both our boys from back
to kindergarten. We have every card they ever
gave my wife for birthdays, Mothers and Valentine days – yes, all those cards I bought and
had the boys sign. Boxes of stuff. Piles of stuff.
Magazines from long forgotten publications and
even an old Bi-Centennial Black and White TV
that was a possible flame thrower if plugged in.
Note: She knows someday it will be worth big
bucks. Someday a major collector will find that
one missing piece of rare unobtanium kitsch
from our junk that will catapult their mid-70’s
collection into the stratosphere. “Just watch,”
she says! Yes, my wife keeps it all.

So, there was only one solution that any caring car guy could do. Refurb the garage. I’m
not one to agonize over things for a long
time. I tend to roll up my sleeves and get the
job done. Since a garage refurb was a huge
job, I needed to make sure I had plenty of
time to get it done, along with the right plan
and a budget. Oh yeah, right – the budget.
The lovely Mrs. Turner agreed to my plan
and the budget was set at $3K. Sure! I can
completely refurb a garage for that budget.
Well, at least I thought I could. The payback?
You knew there had to be a payback right? I
had to agree to go to the wedding of my
wife’s friend’s daughter. I hate going to weddings! I have to dress up, be on my best behavior and try really hard not to talk to complete strangers about Porsches all night.
Man, it’s tough. I never seem to get that sub-

Over several weeks, things disappeared at a
pretty good clip – or at least relocated somewhere else where I wouldn’t look. The damn BiCentennial TV set made the cut, however. No
matter how many times I told my wife I would
take it to an antique dealer to see what it was
worth. Pssst, I was really trying to sneak it into
the trash can – oh yeah, right, the antique dealer.
The garage being crap free, next thing to do
was select a paint color: Bakers Box from Behr.
We bought five gallons along with a Wagner
Power Sprayer, five rolls of painter tape, a huge
roll of paper to protect the floor, trim, garage
door, etc. We got ready for the big day, the day
I’d transform the garage at Casa Turner from
an also ran into a thing of beauty benefiting two
lovely Porsches. And on that exhaust note, see
you all next time.
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Porsche Hawaii
Porsche Hawaii
730 Ala Moana Blvd,
Porsche Centre
Winnipeg –660 Pembina Highway,
Honolulu,
HI 96813,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3M 2M5
Main: (808) 354-0003
Phone: 204.284.7521
Service:
(808) 670-1584
Fax: 204.284.0390
Parts:
(808)
518-4905
www.winnipeg.porschedealer.com
www.porschehawaii.com

Sales Hours
Sales
Hours
Monday - Tuesday : 8:00AM - 9:00PM
Monday
Friday
:
8:30AM
6:00PM
Wednesday - Friday : 8:00AM - 6:00PM
Saturday
: 9:00AM- -5:00PM
5:00PM
Saturday
: 9:00AM
Service Hours
Service
Hours
Monday - Friday : 7:30AM - 4:30PM
Monday - Friday : 7:30AMParts
- 5:30PM
Hours
Monday - Friday : 8:00AM - 5:00PM

